Jon - Holochain and Holo Chinese Community Leader

I am Jon. Though currently based in Hong Kong, I have studied and worked in many
different countries and come across people with different cultural backgrounds.
People find me to be an upbeat and self-taught team player. I had my memorable
college life in Swansea, which is a beautiful and peaceful seaside city of the UK.
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Rhossili Bay, Swansea
Between 2017 and 2018 the public interest in Crypto and Blockchain drew my
attention to this realm. After several months of thorough analysis of the underlying
technology, I approached to this market in March of last year, coinciding with the
ICO of Holo. I now strongly believe in the distributed networks powered by
Holochain and am looking forward to seeing its future adoption and how it
revolutionizes the Internet. My goal is to push the development of hApps and
popularize the knowledge of Holochain to the general public in China. I will write
articles about Holo and Holochain in Chinese on a regular basis.
If people are interested in learning more about Holochain in the Chinese context,
you are welcome to visit my blog on various platforms.
Medium: https://medium.com/@jon.interactive01

WeChat:
Ecoinomy: h
 ttps://ecoinomy.hk/
Jon’s Community Recent Accomplishments
- I organized the 1st language-specific Holo AMA.
- I organized the 1st Chinese Language AMA.
- My articles on Holochain were highlighted as "the best of the week" a few
times by a crypto/blockchain-related social media platform.
- I helped Holo collect over 100 HoloPort orders from the Chinese community.
- My dream is to organise a dev team to build an app on top of Holochain
myself.
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-

I manage a fund that provides support to young people who suffer from
hearing loss.
I manage a diversified investment portfolio. I deployed capital to the crypto
market for participating in seed rounds and private rounds of ICOS in 2018
and still maintain a good Return on Investment (ROI) despite the crypto bear
market.

Why did you choose to get involved in the community work of Holo, as opposed to
other projects?
In reality, the Crypto/Blockchain industry is a space full of scams, hypes, and bubbles.
There are loads of indecent projects in the industry conducting ICOs to scam people
for money. The characteristics of vulnerability, such as greed, have fostered more
criminal and unethical behaviors in the market.
Holo is, however, different from the majority of projects; it launched the most
ethical ICO in 2018, staying away from hype and shilling. The team is authentic, down
to earth, and dedicated to building not only the technology, but also the human
connection. I have built good friendships with many team members. We share our
thoughts, support, and encourage each other all the time. More importantly,
Holochain is superior to other blockchain projects in terms of the technology. With
the adoption of DHT and Gossip Protocol, instead of the global consensus algorithm,
Holochain is more scalable and eco-friendly. It also maintains a high level of
decentralization, network security, and data integrity.
In my opinion, Holochain is not merely a piece of technology, but also a philosophy
that changes the way people interact and introduces a brand-new economic model
to the entire world. I watched an inspirational speech delivered by founder Arthur
Brock on the early days of Holochain, where he explained the different layers of
wealth in the economic system.

Our current economy predominantly operates at the lowest levels, namely the
speculative and tradable wealth layers. Most tokenized cryptocurrencies available
today also operate in the tradable wealth layer. Holo is a project that aims to reflect
the true value of goods and transition our system to a higher level of wealth. We
have always seen speculators in crypto asking questions like, “when moon?” or
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“when lambo?” In a deep wealth economy, the concept of luxury goods disappears
and everyone can afford a lambo!

To know more about the 5 Layers of Wealth, you can visit the following website:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=na_YQyKHpAQ

What future impact do you see Holochain making?
Sometimes cutting-edge technologies initially sound incomprehensible for
non-technical persons, and I understand that not every one of us knows coding and
programming. Therefore, I’d like to explain the concept from an end user’s
perspective, using some practical examples, so hopefully people can better
understand the impact Holochain is going to make in the future.
Social media
Nowadays, the data security issue is increasingly worrying. The current practices of
social media built on centralized networks deviate from the interests of users; they
track and sell our personal data. Data stored in centralized servers is vulnerable to
hacking. Holochain is a distributed application framework designed to address these
problems. On Holochain, people can run and use peer-to-peer applications, enabling
them to keep ownership of their data. With the implementation of Holochain
technology, our data can no longer be sold and tracked.
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Data management
Let’s say I am a diabetic patient living in a southern city of China. I am currently
getting treatment in a local hospital for my illness. One day, my company assigns me
to work at its headquarters, situated in a northern city. Holochain would enable me
to share my medical history securely with the new doctors, who could look at my
past medical records filed at other hospitals, and quickly create a proper treatment
plan or prescribe drugs. On Holochain, people own and control their personal
information, like their medical histories.
Sharing economy
The distributed network of Holochain is supported by the Holo communities across
the globe. Holo hosts provide their idle computing resources—including CPU,
bandwidth, storage—to serve the daily operation of hApps. Hosts will be rewarded
with Holofuel to cover their utility costs, an idea that is analogous to Airbnb where
people can rent out their spare rooms in order to subsidize monthly mortgage
payments.

What message would you like to send to the Chinese community? Holo’s global
communities?
I would like to sincerely express my appreciation for each member of our Chinese
community; thank you for your trust in me and continuous support for Holo. I am
very proud of the different talents and skill sets they have. The development of the
Chinese community is not solely my effort. Important Chinese backers have also
significantly contributed to the administration of the Holo Chinese channels,
maintained a good vibe in our community, and created mind-blowing content for
Holo. I want to specifically mention a few names from the Chinese community to
acknowledge their work.
Aaron: A community volunteer who helped with the live translation during the
Chinese AMA.
Kim: A Holo backer who assisted me in preparing the Chinese AMA.
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Leo: A professional video producer who has made many amazing videos to promote
Holo in China. Many of you have probably watched his videos.
This is the link to his YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQlxCty7RFT4dzJSvOqPb9Q
CLS: An important administrator in our Chinese WeChat Channel.
Eric: A community activist who helps connect Holo with Chinese local resources.
A BIG thanks to all of you for your help!
I am committed to serving the Chinese community as best as I can, and to bridging
the gap between the Chinese and global communities of Holochain. I am open to the
possibility of collaborating with Holo supporters from all over the world. Holochain is
a global project, driven in large part by our diverse communities. We will be required
to work closely for this common dream and its advancement. As the early adopters
of this industry, I believe that our patience and hard work will pay off. Let us work
together to support the team and bring more people on board on this amazing
journey with Holo and Holochain.
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